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EN 99 1 WRITING IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD

Course 
AVG

College
 AVG

Diff. 
from 

College 

Narrative Responses to open questions (verbatim responses entered by st

Total Responses 10 Total Enrolled 15

Albertson Brendon 

Written course materials distributed in class were informative and clearly organized. 4.50 4.27 0.23

The instructor was well-organized for the class and her/his presentations were clear and well-organized. 4.50 4.25 0.25

The readings/textbook(s) were effective in meeting the goals of the course. 4.50 4.20 0.30

The instructor used well-chosen background information and/or examples to supplement or illustrate the 
basic ideas of the course.

4.50 4.28 0.22

The instructor encouraged questions and discussions in class, when appropriate. 4.70 4.34 0.36

The instructor effectively controlled the class, including student participation. 4.60 4.28 0.32

Assignments were well-designed and valuable for attaining mastery of the course content 4.60 4.25 0.35

Assignments and tests were returned in a timely fashion. 4.70 4.27 0.43

I received helpful feedback on assignments and tests. 4.70 4.29 0.41

The instructor was readily available outside of the class and welcomed students seeking individual help 
and advice.

4.70 4.29 0.41

The learning goals and expected outcomes have been clearly conveyed. 4.50 4.27 0.23

I feel I learned a great deal in this course. 4.50 4.28 0.22

Overall, the effort I have put into this course is: (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.50 4.29 0.21

My overall rating of this course is:  (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.60 4.31 0.29

My overall rating of this instructor is:  (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.70 4.45 0.25

The grade I expect to receive in this course is: 5.00 4.36 0.64

What are the strengths of the instructor?

Responsible, hard working, kind

clear present, and like to help us with writing problem in the class or out of the class

explain 

he can speak Chinese and he knows Chinese culture

he is a nice preson.

He is a very nice professor.

He is nice and teaching clear.

he is very patient and friendly 

Brendon is a perfect professor in my heart. 

His logic is really good!

How can the instructor improve the course and/or her or his teaching?

N/A

fewer hw

good

GOOD,GOOD

He improved the class activities

I believe that Brendon has do the best. 

I don't think he has weakness to teach students.
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i feel it's good enough.

I think it is good for teaching to tell more stories to students

Everything is good!

EN 99 2 WRITING IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD

Course 
AVG

College
 AVG

Diff. 
from 

College 

Narrative Responses to open questions (verbatim responses entered by st

Total Responses 5 Total Enrolled 11

Albertson Brendon 

Written course materials distributed in class were informative and clearly organized. 4.80 4.27 0.53

The instructor was well-organized for the class and her/his presentations were clear and well-organized. 4.80 4.25 0.55

The readings/textbook(s) were effective in meeting the goals of the course. 4.60 4.20 0.40

The instructor used well-chosen background information and/or examples to supplement or illustrate the 
basic ideas of the course.

4.60 4.28 0.32

The instructor encouraged questions and discussions in class, when appropriate. 4.60 4.34 0.26

The instructor effectively controlled the class, including student participation. 4.60 4.28 0.32

Assignments were well-designed and valuable for attaining mastery of the course content 4.60 4.25 0.35

Assignments and tests were returned in a timely fashion. 4.60 4.27 0.33

I received helpful feedback on assignments and tests. 4.80 4.29 0.51

The instructor was readily available outside of the class and welcomed students seeking individual help 
and advice.

4.80 4.29 0.51

The learning goals and expected outcomes have been clearly conveyed. 4.80 4.27 0.53

I feel I learned a great deal in this course. 4.80 4.28 0.52

Overall, the effort I have put into this course is: (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.00 4.29 -0.29

My overall rating of this course is:  (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.60 4.31 0.29

My overall rating of this instructor is:  (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.80 4.45 0.35

The grade I expect to receive in this course is: 4.40 4.36 0.04

What are the strengths of the instructor?

The professor always made a good plan before class. When the class started, the professor was always passionate.

patience

His kindness and strong logical ability.

He often checks the every students in class.

good listener

How can the instructor improve the course and/or her or his teaching?

There is no problems.

Perfect

n/a

He is perfect.

evaluation
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FYS 101 7 LIVING IN A MULTICULTURAL WORLD

Course 
AVG

College
 AVG

Diff. 
from 

College 

Narrative Responses to open questions (verbatim responses entered by st

Total Responses 14 Total Enrolled 17

Albertson Brendon 

Written course materials distributed in class were informative and clearly organized. 4.50 4.27 0.23

The instructor was well-organized for the class and her/his presentations were clear and well-organized. 4.64 4.25 0.39

The readings/textbook(s) were effective in meeting the goals of the course. 4.29 4.20 0.09

The instructor used well-chosen background information and/or examples to supplement or illustrate the 
basic ideas of the course.

4.64 4.28 0.37

The instructor encouraged questions and discussions in class, when appropriate. 4.57 4.34 0.23

The instructor effectively controlled the class, including student participation. 4.57 4.28 0.30

Assignments were well-designed and valuable for attaining mastery of the course content 4.21 4.25 -0.03

Assignments and tests were returned in a timely fashion. 4.57 4.27 0.30

I received helpful feedback on assignments and tests. 4.86 4.29 0.57

The instructor was readily available outside of the class and welcomed students seeking individual help 
and advice.

4.86 4.29 0.56

The learning goals and expected outcomes have been clearly conveyed. 4.36 4.27 0.09

I feel I learned a great deal in this course. 4.36 4.28 0.07

Overall, the effort I have put into this course is: (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.36 4.29 0.07

My overall rating of this course is:  (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.36 4.31 0.05

My overall rating of this instructor is:  (1 = low, 5 = high) 4.93 4.45 0.48

The grade I expect to receive in this course is: 4.93 4.36 0.56

What are the strengths of the instructor?

Very Hardworking. Very patient. A great professor.

explain

Friendly, and really like to help us with any problems

He is a very nice professor.

He is nice and teaching clear.

He is really good at teaching

He is really good professor.

He knows Chinese culture 

He likes to answer student's questions. He teaches us a lot of things we didn't know before. 

He understands and helps each student's level.

I think that Brendon is a generous professor. 

patient and friendly 

Active class, responsible

The explanation of the professor is clearly.

How can the instructor improve the course and/or her or his teaching?

You can communicate more

Brendon is really good. I like his class. 

Everything is good!
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fewer hw

good

Good Good

He does not have any problems.

He improved the class activities.

He is really good but I think we don't need FYS class.

I think it is the best for now. 

I think that Brendon's class is good enough. 

less reflection essay

Maybe less assignment xD

be more humorous 


